Abstract. In this paper, we propose an at least as fast as relation between two timed automata states and investigate its decidability. The proposed relation is a prebisimulation and we show that given two processes with rational clock valuations it is decidable whether such a prebisimulation relation exists between them. Though bisimulation relations have been widely studied with respect to timed systems and timed automata, prebisimulations in timed systems form a much lesser studied area and according to our knowledge, this is the first of the kind where we study the decidability of a timed prebisimulation. This prebisimulation has been termed timed performance prebisimulation since it compares the efficiency of two states in terms of their performances in performing actions. s t if s and t are time abstracted bisimilar and every possible delay by s and its successors is no more than the delays performed by t and its successors where the delays are real numbers. The prebisimilarity defined here falls in between timed and time abstracted bisimilarity.
Introduction
Bisimulation [17] is an important relation to establish the equivalence between two reactive systems. The concept has been extended to timed systems as well. The common form of bisimulations used to compare two timed systems are timed and time abstracted bisimulations. While timed bisimulation is too strong a relation where time delays have to match exactly, time abstracted bisimulation does not compare exact timing requirements. Both timed and time-abstracted bisimulations have been proved to be decidable for timed automata [6] [16] [21] .
Timing requirements, in real time systems in particular, increasingly affect design decisions and implementation procedure. We propose a prebisimulation relation between two timed automata states which establishes an at least as fast as relation between them. Using action hiding or action abstraction, the proposed bisimulation relation will be useful in comparing functionally equivalent systems in terms of their relative performance. We call this timed performance prebisimulation as it distinguishes two states based on their performance for doing each action they are capable of doing. This relation will be useful for verifying the correctness of implementations of systems with multiple blocks where each individual block needs to finish execution within a specified time. The verification will conclude whether the timing requirement for each individual block as mentioned in the specification is satisfied in the implementation. An important consideration here is that both the states should be capable of performing the same set of actions at any point in time and hence they should be time abstracted bisimilar. Thus timed performance prebisimulation is stronger than time abstracted bisimulation but weaker than timed bisimulation. The automata shown in figure 1 illustrate the idea. The automaton in the left is at least as fast as the automaton on the right, since the second a action should be performed within a time interval of one time unit after the first a action whereas in the second timed automaton, the second a can be performed within an interval of two time units after the first action. Some speed sensitive preorder relations have been defined in process algebraic framework [7] [18] [15] , though each of these relations is significantly different from our timed performance prebisimulation which is defined for timed automata states. In [12] too a similiar relation based on traces is proposed. In our approach we can capture non-determinism in terms of both time and action and the relation captures branching in time as in bisimulation rather than traces. Also, our relation is particular to the widely studied timed automata formalism whereas the formalism used in [12] is timed actor interfaces. As in the work in [12] , in our approach too, a smaller nondeterministic delay against a greater constant time delay is considered to be a refinement. Our main contribution is proving the decidability of timed performance prebisimulation using a zone [4] [9] based construction. This approach can also be used to prove the decidability of timed bisimulations. For timed bisimulation, our construction can lead to a simpler proof than the product construction technique used on regions in [6] or the zone based technique used in [21] . In section 2, we give a brief description of timed automata. In section 3, we describe strong timed and time-abstracted bisimulations while in section 4, we introduce timed performance prebisimulation. In section 5, we briefly describe zone and zone graph [14] [22] . Our algorithm for proving decidability uses zone valuation graph which is a zone graph starting from a specific timed state and satisfies certain properties as described later. We describe a method for creating zone valuation graph in section 5 and provide an algorithm for deciding this prebisimulation and a proof of correctness for it. We conclude in section 6 where we give an ex-ample comparing two complex systems using this performance prebisimulation. We also mention about another timed prebisimulation which we consider to be of significant importance and whose decidability we would like to investigate in future.
Timed Automata
Timed automata [2] is an approach to model time critical systems where the system is modeled with clocks that track elapsed time. Timing of actions and time invariants on states can be specified using this model.
A timed automaton is a finite-state structure which can manipulate realvalued clock variables. Corresponding to every transition, a subset of the clocks can be specified that can be reset to zero. In this paper, the clocks that are reset in a transition are shown as being enclosed in braces. Clock constraints also specify the condition for actions being enabled. If the constraints are not satisfied, the actions will be disabled. Constraints can also be used to specify the amount of time that may be spent in a location. The clock constraints B(C) over a set of clocks C is given by the following grammar:
where c ∈ N and x ∈ C. A timed automaton over a finite set of clocks C and a finite set of actions Act is a quadruple (L, l 0 , E, I) [1] where L is a finite set of locations, ranged over by
C × L is a finite set of edges, and I : L → B(C) assigns invariants to locations.
Semantics
The semantics of a timed automaton can be described with a timed labeled transition system(TLTS). Let A = (L, l 0 , E, I) be a timed automaton over a set of clocks C and a set of visible actions Act. The timed transition system T (A) generated by A can be defined as T (A) = (P roc, Lab, { α −→ |α ∈ Lab}), where
) and v |= I(l)}, i.e. states are of the form (l, v), where l is a location of the timed automaton and v is a valuation that satisfies the invariant of l. We use the terms process and state interchangeably in this text. Lab = Act ∪ R ≥0 is the set of labels; and the transition relation is defined by (l, v)
and v |= I(l ), where an edge (l g,a,r −→ l ) denotes that l is the source location, g is the guard, a is the action, r is the set of clocks to be reset and l is the target
where v + d is the valuation in which every clock value is incremented by d. Let v 0 denote the valuation such that v 0 (x) = 0 for all x ∈ C. If v 0 satisfies the invariant condition of the initial location l 0 , then (l 0 , v 0 ) is the initial state or the initial configuration of T (A).
Bisimulations for Timed Systems
We discuss here only the strong form of the bisimulations. 
Timed Performance Prebisimulation
Deciding whether one automaton is at least as fast as another is interesting when they can perform the same visible actions at every stage. Thus they should be time abstracted bisimilar. This prebisimulation is similar to efficiency preorder [3] where the efficiency of two systems is compared using the number of internal moves made by them. 
Timed performance prebisimilarity is the largest timed performance prebisimulation relation.
Clearly ∼ t ⊂ ⊂ ∼ u . In this paper, for brevity, we use the term timed performance prebisimilarity and performance prebisimilarity interchangeably.
Zone Valuation Graph and Deciding Prebisimulation
We present a zone graph based algorithm which, given two timed automata states s 1 and s 2 with rational clock valuations, decides whether or not (s 1 , s 2 ) ∈ .
(a) A timed automaton with guards
(b) Zone graph as produced by minim We first discuss the definition of a zone graph and the properties that must hold for it to be applicable in our algorithm. A zone graph that satisfies these properties is referred to as a zone valuation graph. The concept is introduced in subsection 5.1 and is used in subsection 5.2 to prove that the prebisimulation relation is decidable. In subsection 5.3, we give an algorithm for constructing zone valuation graphs and discuss its complexity. After this we present an algorithm in subsection 5.4 which uses this zone valuation graph to check the existence of a performance prebisimulation relation between two states of timed automata.
Zone Valuation Graph
The following two definitions are from [21] .
Definition 3. zone:
The characteristic set of a linear formula φ, a clock constraint of the form x c or a diagonal constraint of the form x − y c, where x, y ∈ C, is the set of all valuations for which φ holds. A zone is a finite union of characteristic sets.
A zone graph is similar to a region graph [1] with the difference that each node consists of a timed automaton location and a zone. Definition 4. zone graph: For a timed automaton P = (L, l 0 , E, I), a zone graph is a transition system (S, s 0 , Lep, →), where Lep = Act∪{ε}, ε is an action corresponding to delay transitions of the processes of the zone,
is the formula where all the clocks in C are 0 and Φ ∨ (C) denotes the set of all zones.
Definition 5. Bisimulation between zone graphs
For two zone graphs,
is strongly bisimilar [17] to Z 2 , denoted as Z 1 ∼ Z 2 , iff the nodes s 1 and s 2 are strongly bisimilar, denoted by s 1 ∼ s 2 . While checking strong bisimulation between the two zone graphs, ε is considered visible similar to an action in Act.
It is possible to have more than one zone graph corresponding to a timed automaton. For a timed automaton A = (L, l 0 , E, I) and a process r = (l j , v lj ) ∈ T (A), a true y = 1 {y} (a) Timed automaton producing infinite zone graph we are interested in a particular form of zone graph Z (A,r) =(S, s r , Lep, →) which satisfies the following properties:
1. set S is finite. 2. For every node s ∈ S the zone corresponding to the constraints φ s is convex.
3. v lj |= φ sr . Note that v lj may or may not satisfy φ 0 (C). 4. For any two processes p, q ∈ T (A), if their valuation satisfies the formula φ r for the same node r ∈ S then p ∼ u q, i.e. p is time abstracted bisimilar to q. 5. For two timed automata A 1 , A 2 and two processes p ∈ T (A 1 ) and q ∈ T (A 2 ),
It should be minimal to the extent of preserving convexity of the zones and gives a canonical form for checking performance prebisimulation.
Zone graph created with the algorithm given in section 5.3 of [20] satisfies most of these properties. It is finite by construction and does not require any abstraction mechanism to ensure finiteness of the zone graph. All the zones are convex and any two processes satisfying the same zone formula in the same node are time abstracted bisimilar. The algorithm described there has been implemented in the tool minim. Though for most of the timed automata the zone graph constructed by minim preserves all the properties mentioned above, we found that it does not produce the minimal graph preserving time abstracted bisimulations for certain timed automata where all locations are not reachable. This is due to the fact that in minim the zones are split based on canonical decomposition of the guards on the outgoing edges. For example, let us look at the automaton in figure 2(a). Due to the guards on the outgoing edges the initial zone of location l 0 is split into sub-zones by minim as shown in figure 2(b). However, no valuation in l 0 can satisfy the guard and therefore cannot make an a transition. Therefore a zone graph algorithm producing the minimal graph should not split the zone. While minim uses a backward method, in our approach, while generating the zone valuation graph, we use a combination of both forward and backward analysis. One must note that forward analysis may cause a zone graph to become infinite [10] . Let us consider the automaton in figure 3(a) . Since clock y is reset while x keeps increasing, the number of zones becomes infinite as shown in figure 3 (b). To ensure finiteness of the zone graph, we require an abstraction on the zones. Several zone abstractions have been suggested in the literature [8] [10] [11] . We consider location dependent maximal constants abstraction [10] . For each clock x ∈ C and each location l ∈ L, a maximum constant max l x is determined beyond which the actual value of x in l is irrelevant. For a location l and a clock x, max l x ≤ c x , the global maximal constant with which clock x is compared. This reduces the number of zones compared to the one obtained using region graph abstraction.
Our algorithm constructs a zone graph whose nodes are the time abstracted bisimulation classes of the automaton preserving the convexity of zones. Thus it is possible to have two or more nodes in the zone graph which are time abstracted bisimilar to each other. Similar to minim [20] , we use the guards on transitions to split a zone corresponding to a location but unlike minim, it is split only when it is found to be reachable from the initial location using a forward analysis [10] [5] approach. One location can be reached through multiple paths and thus a split of a zone in a location also causes its ancestors to be split accordingly. This is done using the backward method as in minim. Like minim, the notion of stability is used for the purpose of splitting a zone. We present below a brief description of stability as given in [20] . Given an edge v → u, where v and u are zones in a zone graph, v is a predecessor of u and u is a successor of v where u and v are nodes in a zone graph. Function preds(v) (resp. succs(v)) denotes the set of predecessors (resp. successors) of v.
Definition 6. Stable partitions: Given two classes C 1 , C 2 ∈ C, C 1 is said to be pre-stable with respect to C 2 if either C 1 ⊆ preds(C 2 ) or C 1 ∩ preds(C 2 ) = ∅. C 2 is said to be post-stable with respect to C 1 if either C 2 ⊆ succs(C 1 ) or succs(C 1 ) ∩ C 2 = ∅. In this paper, we use the term stability which implies either pre-stability or post-stability depending on the particular situation. We say that C 1 and C 2 are stable with respect to each other if C 1 is pre-stable with respect to C 2 and C 2 is post-stable with respect to C 1 . Figure 4(a) shows the zone graph after using abstraction with location dependent maximal constants for the timed automaton of figure 3(a) . The nodes in the polygonal enclosures are strongly bisimilar to each other such that their union gives a convex zone. Such nodes in the enclosures are combined in the next phase to obtain the canonical form of the zone graph shown in figure 4(b) . The nodes in the canonical zone graph represent the time abstracted bisimilar classes of the zones preserving convexity.
Decidability of Timed Performance Prebisimulation
We now discuss how zone valuation graph can be used in checking the existence of timed performance prebisimulation relation between two TLTS states. For this purpose, we first introduce a few notations and definitions which will be used in proving the correctness of our approach.
For timed automaton A and process p ∈ T (A), let Z (A,p) = (S, s 0 , Lep, →) be the zone valuation graph of p. For any state q ∈ T (A), let N (q) represent the
(a) Zone graph with abstraction for timed automaton 3(a) node of the same location as that of q and whose clock valuation range includes the valuation of q. Similarly, for any node s ∈ S, let G(s) represent the set of all processes reachable from p with the same location as that of s and whose valuations are satisfied by φ s .
Based on the clock constraints of the nodes in the zone valuation graph, we define span as below, Definition 7. Span: For a given node s ∈ S and a clock x ∈ C, min x (s) and max x (s) represent the minimum and the maximum clock valuations of a clock x across all processes in the node s. For x ≥ c, min x (s) = c, for x > c, min x (s) = c + δ. For x ≤ c, max x (s) = c, for x < c, max x (s) = c − δ, where δ is a symbolic value representing an infinitesimally small value. We define range(x, s) as max x (s) − min x (s). The span of a node s ∈ S is defined as M(s) = min{range(x, s) | x ∈ C}, i.e. minimum of all clocks' ranges. We define a clock y belonging to the set {y | range(y, s) = M(s)} to be a critical clock.
It is to be noted that for a given node s, range(x, s) is the same for all clock variables x ∈ C if the zone corresponding to node s is not abstracted with respect to any clock variable. If the zone corresponding to s is abstracted with respect to one or more clock variables then for each such variable x ∈ C, range(x, s) = ∞. For example, in a zone valuation graph with two clocks x and y, the span for a node s with φ s = x > 3 and y < 1 is min(∞, 1 − δ) = 1 − δ whereas span for a node with φ s = x > 1 and y = 2 is min(∞, 0) = 0.
Definition 8. Flip in delay:
For timed automata A 1 and A 2 and processes p ∈ T (A 1 ), q ∈ T (A 2 ), let Z (A1,p) = (S 1 , s 1 , Lep, → 1 ) and Z (A2,q) = (S 2 , s 2 , Lep, → 2 ) be the corresponding zone valuation graphs. If Z (A1,p) ∼ Z (A2,q) then flip in delay, denoted by F ID(Z (A1,p) , Z (A2,q) ) is true iff there does not exist any strong bisimulation relation B between Z (A1,p) and Z (A2,q) , such that the following hold,
i.e. in none of the bisimulation relations, all bisimilar nodes maintain the same relation (less or greater or equal) between their spans. Definition 9. Given a timed automaton A, let Z (A,p) be the zone valuation graph corresponding to process p ∈ T (A). Let p ∈ T (A) be a process reachable from p and s be the node of Z (A,p) such that p ∈ G(s). Let x be a critical clock of s and v p (x) denote the valuation of clock x for process p . We define maximum admissible delay for p in s as max x (s) − v p (x).
For example, for the process l 0 , 3 in 5, the maximum admissible delay is 5−3 = 2.
Now we are ready to prove the decidability of checking prebisimilarity. Intuitively, the approach consists of checking the strong bisimilarity between two zone valuation graphs and simultaneously checking for the flip in delay between bisimilar nodes. If zone valuation graphs are strongly bisimilar and no flip in delay is found then the processes are prebisimilar, otherwise they are not prebisimilar. The following lemmas prove this intuition.
Proof. p ∼ u q and F ID(Z (A1,p) , Z (A2,q) ) imply that in each strong bisimulaton relation B ⊆ S 1 × S 2 , such that (s p1 , s q1 ) ∈ B and (s p2 , s q2 ) ∈ B, where s p1 , s p2 ∈ Z (A1,p) and s q1 , s q2 ∈ Z (A2,q) , either
We first show that p ∼ u q and M(s p1 ) > M(s q1 ) ⇒ p q. Consider the process p 1 ∈ G(s p1 ) reachable from p such that v p1 (x) = min x (s p1 ), where x is a critical clock of s p1 . Consider the delay p 1
) and q 1 ∈ G(s q1 ). This implies that there does not exist a process q 1 such that p 1 q 1 implying p q. Similarly, we can show that M(s p2 ) < M(s q2 ) implies q p.
For the second case too we can similarly show that neither p q nor q p holds.
Proof. Without loss of generality, say in a strong bisimulation relation B ⊆ S 1 × S 2 , span of all nodes in Z (A2,q) is less than the span of their corresponding bisimilar nodes in Z (A1,p) . We show that this implies q p. Consider some node s q1 of Z (A2,q) . Let s p1 be a node of Z (A1,p) such that s p1 ∼ s q1 and q 1 be any process in G(s q1 ) reachable from q. We will show that there exists a process p 1 ∈ G(s p1 ) reachable from p such that q 1 p 1 .
, where x is a critical clock of s q1 and
. If y is a critical clock of s p1 , then we define p 1 ∈ G(s p1 ) to be a process such that v p1 (y) = min y (s p1 ) + d 2 . It is easy to see that there exists such a p 1 reachable from p and q 1 p 1 . Now consider a node s p2 in Z (A1,p) . Let s q2 be a node in Z (A2,q) reachable from q such that s q2 ∼ s p2 and let p 2 ∈ G(s p2 ) be a process reachable from p. Let d 3 = v p2 (z) − min z (s p2 ), where z is a critical clock of s p2 and
. If w be a critical clock of s q2 , then we define q 2 ∈ G(s q2 ) to be a process such that v q2 (w) = min w (s q2 ) + d 4 . It is easy to see that there exists such a q 2 reachable from q such that q 2 p 2 .
So we have proved that if there is a strong bisimulation relation in which the span of each node of Z (A2,q) is less than the span of its corresponding bisimilar node of Z (A1,p) , then q p. Similarly, we can also show that if there exists a strong bisimulation relation in which if the span of each node of Z (A1,p) is smaller than the span of its corresponding bisimilar node in Z (A2,q) then p q. Thus for p ∈ T (A 1 ) and
Proof. Immediate from the contrapositive of lemma 1.
Proof. From lemma 2 and corollary 1.
Generating Zone Valuation Graph
Algorithm 1 describes the construction of the zone valuation graph for a timed automaton process. It uses a combination of both forward and backward traversal of the timed automata locations to create stable partitions of the zones. Initially the timed automaton is traversed so as to find max l x for each clock x ∈ C and location l ∈ L. This step is used for abstraction purposes. The algorithm then splits a convex polyhedron [20] defined by all clocks with valuations R ≥0 into multiple convex polyhedra according to the clock constraints in the timed automaton. To achieve this, the algorithm traverses the timed automaton in a breadth-first manner using the queue Q. Corresponding to each location l of the timed automaton, a height balanced sorted tree T l is maintained that stores the locations whose zone splitting effect, based on a certain canonical decomposition of clock constraints as described below, have already been propagated to l. In other words, zones of l are stable with respect to the outgoing transitions from the locations present in T l . Stability checking considers zones of those locations which are either in preds or in succs relation with zones in l. These relations are dynamically updated as edges are inserted between the nodes of the zone valuation graph. In the algorithm, l p denotes the latest location added to T l and the zones of l are split so as to make them stable with respect to the zones of l p . A reachable location l is added to Q only if its zones are stable with respect to zones of all locations in T lp . Function elements(L l ) returns the set of all elements present in L l .
For each location l dequeued from Q, its zones are split based on a canonical decomposition of certain clock valuations. The canonical decomposition is obtained from the guards on the outgoing edges of l, the invariant on l and the invariant on the destination location corresponding to each outgoing transition. The splitting of zones of l is further propagated to zones of other locations in T l . Each l j ∈ T l is also added to the queue since the split of the zones of l j can cause splits of zones of its descendants as well. The abstraction, if necessary, is done simultaneously during the creation of the zone. A location l i which is a descendant or ancestor of location l is not added to the queue if its zones are stable with respect to the zones of all locations in T l . This phase of the algorithm terminates when the queue becomes empty. While constructing zone valuation graph, after phase 1, we are left with a set of nodes in the zone valuation graph. The aim of the next phase is to identify the nodes that are strongly bisimilar to each other and then to combine them. Given a finite graph (labeled transition system), the Paige-Tarjan algorithm [19] produces the largest bisimulation relation. The nodes that are identified to be bisimilar are merged to produce a single node as long as the merged node preserves convexity. In the algorithm, to avoid clutter, we have not specifically mentioned how to add edges. Figure 5 (e) shows the zone valuation graph for the state l 0 , 0 corresponding to the timed automaton shown in figure 5 (a) . All loops in the zone valuation graph have an implicit self loop labeled with ε.
Complexity: In the worst case, corresponding to the timed automaton for which region equivalence matches time abstracted bisimulation, the zone graph created is the same as the region graph. Hence the worst case complexity for zone graph creation is exponential in the number of clocks. We consider the complexity of zone graph creation in terms of a specific input automaton to be of particular interest and thus present the complexity in terms of the number of locations, transitions and clock variables of the automaton and the size of zone valuation graph created after abstraction.
For the purpose of abstraction, a preprocessing step is required to identify max l x for each clock x ∈ C and each location l ∈ L. From [10] , the complexity is O(t 3 ) where t = |C|×n and n is the number of locations in the timed automaton. Since each node can be added to Q a maximum of n times, the total number of additions to and deletions from Q is bounded by O(n 2 ). Let |S| and m denote the number of zones and edges respectively in the zone valuation graph produced after abstraction. For each dequeue operation we list the sub-operations below and find their complexity. Let l = dequeue(Q).
-For subsequent splits of zones of l, it is required to find the zones of the locations in T l with respect to which, the zones of l are unstable. This can be done in O(|E|) time.
Algorithm 1 Construction of Zone Valuation Graph
Input: Process p ∈ T (A) and description of a timed automaton A Output: Zone valuation graph corresponding to p 1: Calculate max l x for each location l ∈ L and each clock x ∈ C. This is required for abstraction to ensure finite number of zones in the zone graph. 2: Initialize Q to an empty queue. For each location l, create a zone N with clock valuations for each clock R ≥0 . 3: Associate a height balanced tree T l with each location l of A and initialize T l to be empty. 4: Let l0 be the initial location of A. 5: Enqueue(Q, l0). 6: while Q not empty do 7:
if T l is not empty then, 9:
Let lp be the latest location added to T l . /* parent of l in current path */ 10:
Split current zones of l in order to make them stable with respect to the zones of lp.
/* Forward method */ 11:
Abstract each of the newly created zones if necessary. 12:
end if 13:
if l / ∈ T l then 14:
Find the canonical decomposition of constraint based on the guards of the outgoing transitions of l along with the invariant of l and invariant of destination location of each transition.
15:
Split l further based on this canonical decomposition mentioned above.
16:
Abstract each of the newly created zones if necessary.
17:
Add l to T l 18:
end if 19:
for all location lj ∈ T l do 20:
If zones of lj are unstable with respect to zones of l, then split zones of lj to make them stable with respect to zones of l.
21:
22:
if l / ∈ T l j then Add l to T l j 23:
end if 24:
if elements(T l j )\elements(T l ) = ∅ then 25:
Enqueue(Q, lj) /* An ancestor is enqueued: backward method */ 26: end if 27: end for 28:
for all successor li of l do /* Successor in timed automaton */ 29:
if li is reachable from any of the current set of zones of l then 30:
Enqueue(Q, li) /* A successor is enqueued */ 34: end if 35:
end if 36: end for 37: end while 38: Obtain canonical form of the zone valuation graph by merging time abstracted bisimilar nodes of the zone graph while preserving convexity. /* Phase 2 */ -For all locations in T l , the number of zones that are unstable with respect to the zones of l and hence will be split are of order O(|S|). Hence finding such zones, which will be split due to split of l based on the guards on outgoing edges of l, requires O(|S| × |C|) time, where the multiplier |C| arises from the fact that each zone is defined by |C| clocks. Abstraction of each zone also requires the same complexity. -The complexity of split of l based on canonical decomposition is O(|S|×|C|).
-The number of locations that can be reached using the outgoing edges from l is of order O(n). Before each such location l i is enqueued to Q, its stability is checked with respect to the zones of all locations appearing in T l which requires a set difference operation between elements(T li ) and elements(T l ) that can be done in O(n log n). If the corresponding zones are already stable with respect to zones belonging to all locations in T l , then it is not added to Q. This condition along with the abstraction ensures termination of the zone graph construction procedure. As the number of locations in T l is O(n), for O(n) operations this step has complexity of order O(n 2 × log n).
Corresponding to every dequeue operation, the cost incurred is O(|E| + |S| × |C| + n 2 × log n) = O(|S| × |C| + n 2 × log n). Thus considering O(n 2 ) dequeue operations, the total computation cost of phase 1 including the preprocessing phase to identify max
Phase 2: Here we compute the complexity of the phase where the nodes in the zone graph obtained after phase 1 that are time abstracted bisimilar to each other are merged to produce the minimal zone graph preserving convexity of zones. We use Paige-Tarjan [19] partition refinement algorithm which has a cost of O(|S| × log m). This gives us the set of nodes that are bisimilar to each other and hence can be merged. The initial partition is decided in a way so as to ensure that nodes having non-convex zones are not merged. Thus the total cost of computation for construction of the zone valuation graph is O(n 2 (|C| 3 n + |S| × |C| + n 2 × log n) + |S| × log m).
An example of generating the zone valuation graph through stages: A timed automaton is shown in part (a) of figure 5. Parts (b) through (e) show steps in the generation of the corresponding zone valuation graph. The queue Q is initialized with location l 0 , the initial location of the timed automaton. The zone valuation of location l 0 is split according to the canonical decomposition of the outgoing clock conditions of location l 0 . After this split, T l0 is initialized to {l 0 } and l 1 is enqueued to Q. Following a dequeue operation, l 1 zones are split to make it stable with respect to the zones of l 0 . l 1 is also split according to the canonical decomposition of its outgoing transition. The effect of this split is again propagated to l 0 backwards which too is accordingly split. The process continues until the zones of the locations cannot be further split. We note here that the split happens in both forward and backward direction. The sequence of enqueue and dequeue operations for this particular example according to algorithm 1 are as follows:
erator Rel. Passing ≤ as Rel is equivalent to checking if p q and similarly passing ≥ is equivalent to checking if q p. If both calls return false then the states p and q are declared not timed performance prebisimilar. If either of them returns true then the states p and q are declared timed performance prebisimilar. It can be shown that by passing = operator as Rel, we can check timed bisimilarity between p and q [13] . The function checkTimedPrebisim checks strong bisimilarity between two nodes whose spans are in the relations Rel with each other. Function sort(s p ) returns the set of actions that can be performed by the node s p . Two search data structures L pbsim and L notpbsim are maintained by this function. All pairs of nodes which have been proved not to be prebisimilar are kept in L notpbsim . L pbsim maintains all those pair of nodes that have been encountered so far and either have been assumed to be prebisimilar or have been proved to be prebisimilar. These data structures are used to avoid checking the same pair of nodes repeatedly for prebisimilarity. They also make sure that the function checkTimedPrebisim is invoked at most n 1 n 2 times where n 1 and n 2 represent the number of nodes in the zone valuation graphs of p and q respectively. Complexity of one such invocation, because of two nested for loops, is O(m 1 m 2 |C|) where m 1 and m 2 represent the number of edges in the zone valuation graphs of p and q respectively. The factor for C appears because of the complexity of checking the span. Similarly the complexity of searching, inserting and removing the elements from search data structures L pbsim and L notpbsim is bounded by O(n 1 n 2 log(n 1 n 2 )). Therefore the total complexity of this algorithm is O(n 1 n 2 m 1 m 2 |C|) × O(n 1 n 2 log(n 1 n 2 )) = O(n 2 1 n 2 2 .m 1 m 2 |C|log(n 1 n 2 )). Theorem 2. Algorithm 2 determines whether a timed performance prebisimulation relation exists between two processes p and q, i.e. if p q or q p.
Proof. The algorithm declares two processes to be performance prebisimilar if there exists a strong bisimulation relation between their zone valuation graphs with no flip in delay otherwise the algorithm declares them as not performance prebisimilar. The correctness of the algorithm thus follows from theorem 1.
Conclusion and Future Work
In the technical report [13] , we show how timed performance prebisimulation can be used for showing that one system is at least as fast as another. We consider two protocols for reliable data transfer, alternating bit protocol and Stop-andWait ARQ and show that alternating bit protocol is 'at least as fast as' stopand-wait ARQ. Each protocol model consists of a sender, receiver and a lossy channel. Each of sender, channel and receiver is modeled with timed automata and both the systems consist of the parallel composition of the three. Using this prebisimulation relation, we formally prove that Alternating bit protocol is at least as fast as Stop-and-Wait ARQ. We cannot provide the details of the examples due to space constraint. The interested reader is referred to [13] for details of modeling of the two systems using timed automata.
Though bisimulation is a standard notion of program equivalence, prebisimulations have not been studied much in the literature on timed automata. However we do believe that"faster than" preorders are important in real time systems where "responsiveness" is an important aspect of the specification and in the implementation. In this paper, we have defined timed performance prebisimulation and proved its decidability using zone valuation graph for two timed automata states. We also show the use of zone valuation graph for checking timed bisimilarity between two processes. In future, we plan to define a weaker prebisimulation relation in which one state can be defined to be at least as fast as the other state if the time elapsed is compared over sequence of actions instead of comparing delays at every stage as in timed performance prebisimulation. We also look forward to investigate the closure properties of these relations.
